NO TIME TO CRY OVER SPILT MILK: THE EFFECT OF THE EUROPEAN MILK QUOTA REPEAL ON AMERICAN DAIRY FARMERS
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I. INTRODUCTION

March 31, 2015, marked the expiration date on the three-decade old milk quota across the European continent. Dairy farmers throughout Europe threw out the caps on their production of milk that had long since spoiled their maximum production abilities. Today the removal of the milk quota is allowing European countries to bolster milk exports to the far reaches of the globe. Asian markets have been flooded by the new outpouring of European dairy. European dairy farmers are reaping the benefits of the milk quota repeal. For American dairies, however, the milk has been spilled at their expense. American dairy exports have seen a drastic decline in the past year.1 This trend will only continue if certain measures are not taken by American legislators and the President. Furthermore, these changes must be expedited because the American dairy industry is painfully aware that there is no time to cry over spilt milk.

The quota had been put in place by the former European Economic
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Community in 1984, which placed a limit on the production of dairy products for all European Union members. The quota, which functioned by taxing any dairy production that exceeded a maximum limit, expired in March of 2015. The ramifications of the removal of this cap has had, and will continue to have, a significant impact on farmers in the EU. However, the impact is not to be restrained to solely the European continent. The worldwide dairy industry is bracing itself for a further surge in European dairy production that will affect both domestic and international milk imports and exports. Dairy farmers in every corner of the globe will be affected by the repeal of this quota.

The European Union repealed one of the most impactful pieces of legislation currently affecting worldwide agricultural production. Today, milk is one of the most valued products in the European agriculture market. Most member states of the European Union have a substantial dairy industry. The surge in European exports, coupled with a decline in milk demand, has caused American dairy exports to plummet. That being said, American dairy farmers have overtly attempted to increase both domestic dairy production and international dairy production.
exports, most notably in China. If American dairy farmers are to maintain relevance in the global dairy market, much less accomplish their goals of increased exports, they are going to need help from lawmakers in Washington.

Part of this self-examination will include a hard critique of subsidy and taxing programs currently affecting American dairy farmers. Furthermore, the extent of regulations, particularly federal, need to be compared to their European counterparts. Finally, there is significant room to enhance international trade agreements to adapt and preemptively prepare for increased international trade competition. The author believes the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade agreement would prove to be crucial for American dairies.

This analysis will not focus primarily on the merits of quota systems or regulations abroad. Rather, it will concern the current American policies and goals in the dairy industry and how they interact with the current European Quota System. This will be followed by an examination of what can be expected from the repeal of the quota system and potential concerns for American dairy farmers. Finally, the actions American legislators and dairy producers can take to adapt and proactively attack these problems will be addressed—namely, how pursuing the TPP is a necessary step to ameliorate the declining exports for American dairy farmer

II. THE EUROPEAN QUOTA SYSTEM

A. History of the Quota System

In 1984, the European Economic Community (EEC), presently known as the European Union (EU), passed the Dairy Produce Quota Regulations. The new regulation was introduced to the European Community’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). Since its inception in 1962, CAP has served as the umbrella

14. See id.
agency that carries out legislative policies for agriculture in Europe. This program serves as the legislative organization for regulations such as subsidies and quota systems for the European Union.

The Dairy Produce Quota Regulations, which included a milk quota system, provided a method for capping milk production throughout Europe. The members of the EEC at the time of the regulation’s passage included: Belgium, Denmark, France, West Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. This group of western European nations made up one of the world’s largest producers of dairy products. Although the regulation was set to expire in 1989, it had been renewed several times. All members of the European Union abide by the Milk Quota system.

Those pushing for the milk quota system in Europe were addressing the growing milk surplus problem in Europe. During the 1970s, milk production considerably exceeded milk consumption. Despite attempts to find alternative uses for the milk surplus, such as livestock feed, humanitarian aid, and increased exports, the milk production surplus continued to grow during the early 1980s. The surplus was costing the CAP program well over 3 billion pounds in 1983. This would be about a 9 billion pound expenditure if calculated for inflation.

---
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government programs. The burden to stock butter and skimmed milk powder fell largely on the public sector.\textsuperscript{29}

The EEC member states found two possible solutions to their dilemma: enforce drastic price cuts or introduce a quota system.\textsuperscript{30} Finding the price cuts would have needed to be extraordinary to have any effect on milk consumption, so the EEC elected to institute a milk quota system.\textsuperscript{31}

The actual quota system involved a system of caps and levies. Each member state was given a quota that was based off their historical milk production in 1981.\textsuperscript{32} The EEC and CAP program placed a proportional limit on each member state that included the total metric tons of milk each nation could produce. For example, Ireland, a state with a traditionally large dairy industry had a cap of 245,000 metric tons.\textsuperscript{33} Meanwhile, Luxembourg had a significantly smaller cap of 25,000 metric tons.\textsuperscript{34} Each member state was allowed to produce and sell milk up to their specified cap without penalty.\textsuperscript{35}

Until recently, when the milk quota was abolished, the quota system was implemented under two different methods on the individual state level. The first was a wholesale quota for the delivery of milk to approved milk purchasers or dairies.\textsuperscript{36} The second, a direct sales quota, was a quota on the sale of milk products directly to the public consumers.\textsuperscript{37} Each member state would then break down individual quotas for every producer within the state.\textsuperscript{38} It was the responsibility of each member state to ensure that their production remains under the specified quota level.\textsuperscript{39}

Still, the inevitability of exceeding this cap existed. Overproduction in any
of the member states resulted in a surplus levy or “superlevy” on the state.\textsuperscript{40} Recently, that levy amounted to 27.83 euros for every 100kg of overproduction.\textsuperscript{41} This amounted to heavy fees for even minimal overproduction of milk. In the 2009-2010 quota period, the EU fined Denmark, the Netherlands, and Cyprus 19 million euros for exceeding milk production quotas.\textsuperscript{42} Actual dairy farmers usually incurred the penalty costs.

\textit{B. Domestic Effect of the Quota System}

The quota system was initially introduced to limit public spending in the European dairy sector, standardize milk production, and stabilize milk prices.\textsuperscript{43} It then underwent several extensions.\textsuperscript{44} The system evolved from a policy used to control milk production, into an entirely different market altogether.\textsuperscript{45} Prior to the repeal, member states were willing to trade and sell milk quotas through exchanges.\textsuperscript{46} These exchanges occurred at the private and national level.\textsuperscript{47} With these exchanges, farmers that produced less than their approved amount of milk were able to sell to other farmers that would likely exceed their limit.\textsuperscript{48} Governments of the member states created agencies to help farmers fully understand the value of their quotas when they were looking to buy or sell the right to produce milk.\textsuperscript{49} The quota system created an entirely new market; not a market for milk but rather a market for the right to produce it.\textsuperscript{50}

Although the quota system did see some success in stabilizing the milk market, it is now abolished.\textsuperscript{51} There were several reasons for the abolition of the

\begin{itemize}
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  \item \textsuperscript{42} European Commission Press Release IP/10/1454, \textit{supra} note 38.
  \item \textsuperscript{43} \textsc{Economic Impact of the Abolition of the Milk Quota Regime}, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Council Regulation (EC) Amending Regulation (EEC) No. 3950/92; \textsc{Economic Impact of the Abolition of the Milk Quota Regime}, \textit{supra} note 3, at 10.
  \item \textsuperscript{45} \textsc{Economic Impact of the Abolition of the Milk Quota Regime}, \textit{supra} note 3, at 11.
  \item \textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id.}; Rural Payments Agency, \textit{supra} note 36.
  \item \textsuperscript{47} \textsc{Economic Impact of the Abolition of the Milk Quota Regime}, \textit{supra} note 3, at 11.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.}; Rural Payments Agency, \textit{supra} note 36.
  \item \textsuperscript{49} \textit{See generally} HM Revenue & Customs, \textsc{Other Issues: Valuing Milk Quotas}, Gov.UK, http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/ihtmanual/IHTM24251.htm (last visited Aug. 15, 2016).
  \item \textsuperscript{50} \textsc{Economic Impact of the Abolition of the Milk Quota Regime}, \textit{supra} note 3, at 11.
  \item \textsuperscript{51} \textit{Id.} at 1.
\end{itemize}
system, including: the system raised the price of milk; it corrupted free market principles; it was grossly inefficient and difficult to administer for governments; and it was generally unfair to both farmers and certain member states.\textsuperscript{52}

General economic principles show that quotas, even quotas on a much smaller scale than the Dairy Produce Regulations in Europe, force a price increase on the products being limited in production.\textsuperscript{53} Quotas restrict the production or quantity of a product that can be produced or sold.\textsuperscript{54} If the market determined demand for the product exceeds the amount that can be produced, demand will exceed supply.\textsuperscript{55} When supply cannot meet demand, price will be increased in order to decrease demand.\textsuperscript{56}

Higher EU milk prices are most likely detrimental to the European continent as a whole. Consumers are forced to pay higher prices for milk and the farmers are not able to sell the same quantity.\textsuperscript{57} Also, the European Union is competing with other states throughout the globe for dairy exports.\textsuperscript{58} If they are forced to have a higher milk price than their global competitors, they will miss opportunities for additional exports and potentially rely more heavily on imports.\textsuperscript{59}

Since some member states can competitively produce more milk than their respective quotas allow, the quota system effectively distorted the market and that state’s opportunities.\textsuperscript{60} For example, Italy had been consistently penalized for overproduction of milk.\textsuperscript{61} There were several reasons for their failure to stay within the quota system, but the most obvious was that overproduction was competitively advantageous for them.\textsuperscript{62}

On the individual or private level, farmers with the most rights to produce

\textsuperscript{53} INFORMA ECON., INC., supra note 5, at 8-9; Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{54} Commission Regulation 1371/84, supra note 2; Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{56} See Friedman, supra note 55; Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{57} See ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE ABOLITION OF THE MILK QUOTA REGIME, supra note 3, at 12; see also Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{58} See Astley, supra note 4; see also Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{59} ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE ABOLITION OF THE MILK QUOTA REGIME, supra note 3, at 6; Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{60} Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{61} European Commission Press Release IP/10/1454, supra note 38; Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{62} Milk Quota, supra note 52.
milk, not the farmer with the best capabilities, had a market advantage.\textsuperscript{63} If a farmer possessed fewer production rights than he was capable of producing, the farmer was at a severe disadvantage.\textsuperscript{64} He would have sacrificed potential profits for further production or been forced to purchase additional quota rights from another farmer.\textsuperscript{65} Finally, farmers that possessed greater production rights than they were capable to produce were able to sell their additional production rights to other farmers.\textsuperscript{66} They were essentially rewarded for selling a product they put little effort in creating.\textsuperscript{67} This situation created a vast market distortion that severely harmed certain individual farmers.

The quota system created a costly burden for governments that consumed a vast amount of public resources.\textsuperscript{68} Each member state was responsible for making sure the state, as a whole, stayed under the allotted limit for production.\textsuperscript{69} With this said, each member state had some freedom with regard to ensuring that production did not exceed the quota limit within their state.\textsuperscript{70} They were able to administer their own quota system to farmers by providing licenses to produce milk on the individual level or by purchasing excess milk from the farmers to stay below the quota limit.\textsuperscript{71} Regardless of the method chosen, arguably, the state’s resources were burdened as the expertise required to undertake such a daunting task was complex.\textsuperscript{72}

The second effective alternative mentioned above required the member state to purchase excess milk production.\textsuperscript{73} The obvious costs for the government to purchase the excess milk were only exacerbated by the remedial costs that followed.\textsuperscript{74} In the end, this method defeated the original purpose of the quota system, which was to remove the burden on the public sector to find a use and pay

\textsuperscript{63} See id.
\textsuperscript{65} See id. at 73.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} See id.
\textsuperscript{68} European Commission Press Release IP/10/1454, supra note 38; JONGENEEL, supra note 64.
\textsuperscript{69} Commission Regulation 1371/84, supra note 2.
\textsuperscript{70} See Rural Payments Agency, supra note 36.
\textsuperscript{71} See id.
\textsuperscript{72} See generally JONGENEEL ET AL., supra note 64, at 8-9 (showing a table of necessary considerations for this evaluation).
\textsuperscript{73} Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{74} See Rural Payments Agency, supra note 36.
for excess production of milk.\textsuperscript{75}

Perhaps the most glaring drawback to the quota system concerned its overall fairness, for both farmers and member states.\textsuperscript{76} As mentioned previously, the quota system was based on set limits of production, which varied by member state.\textsuperscript{77} These limits were not arbitrary and were calculated by measuring historical production levels.\textsuperscript{78} For certain member states, this method of setting the quota was sometimes a death knell to potential increases in production.\textsuperscript{79} Member states, most notably the Netherlands, could have potentially surpassed the U.K. in milk production, well over a decade ago, as they had the resources and economic capability to do so.\textsuperscript{80} However, the quota held them behind their fellow EU member in production.\textsuperscript{81}

Additionally, growing member states also had no incentive to increase their domestic capabilities. States, such as the Czech Republic, were attempting to increase GDP in all industries but were handcuffed by the quota system.\textsuperscript{82} If the state or other private entities wanted to invest in the dairy industry, they would have been limited by the previously set quota. What investor would have wanted to invest in an industry that would have been penalized for being too successful?

This inequality in production was ultimately passed down to the farmers. Just as the economic inefficiencies of the quota system ultimately hurt the farmer, the inequalities also crippled their potential to be successful. A farmer in the Netherlands would not have the same opportunities as a farmer in the U.K., despite being governed by the same pertinent legislative body.\textsuperscript{83} Even if a particular Dutch farmer was smarter, more frugal, and more driven than her British counterpart, she

\textsuperscript{75} 454 Parl Deb HL, supra note 26; Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{76}  Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{77}  JONGENEEL ET AL., supra note 64, at 72.
\textsuperscript{78}  Id.
\textsuperscript{79}  See Milk Quota, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{81}  ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE ABOLITION OF THE MILK QUOTA REGIME, supra note 3, at 6.
\textsuperscript{83}  Rural Payments Agency, supra note 36; ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE ABOLITION OF THE MILK QUOTA REGIME, supra note 3, at 11.
would simply be unable to compete on the same level if she had a more restricted cap on her production.

The quota system had its obvious drawbacks. The legislators within the European Economic Commission took note of these shortcomings and took action to solve the problems by repealing the quota system.

III. THE U.S. DAIRY INDUSTRY

A. History of U.S. Dairy Regulation

American legislators have taken two approaches towards regulating the dairy industry. The first is domestic legislation, which includes providing subsidies to dairy farmers. The second is creating international free trade agreements that provide an avenue to export greater quantities of milk across the globe.

Initially, both federal and state legislation mirrored a quota system during the Great Depression. In 1932, Wisconsin passed an act that set minimum and maximum prices of milk. The federal government would purchase determined amounts of dairy products in order to aid in the control of volatile milk prices. These actions were largely ineffective as controlling the price of milk addressed only a symptom of the mass economic problem. Additionally, the federal government was not capable of effectively controlling the quantity of milk in the national market.

The idea of government intervention in the dairy industry took a turn after the Great Depression. The Agricultural Act of 1949 introduced a system of subsidies for farmers throughout America. The underlying objectives of supporting farmers through government intervention is largely intact today.
Agricultural Act of 1949 allowed the USDA to purchase dairy products at agency-determined prices. The agency prices would be determined in relation to the market price at the time.

The subsidy served as a safety net for the farmers that work in an unpredictable milk industry. While consumer demand for dairy maintains a relatively consistent level, many other factors can potentially cripple a farmer’s livelihood without a subsidy. Storms, droughts, unseasonable freezes, falling crop prices, and rising cattle feed prices can significantly raise or lower the production and eventual price of milk on the market. Should milk prices fall too low, dairy farmers would not be able to turn the profit necessary to undertake expensive operations. The farmers could be wholly unable to continue operations without the subsidy.

During the 1990s, the federal government maintained a sizeable subsidy for dairy farmers but did slightly cut back subsidies for milk products. The trend of cutting back subsidies persisted from 1995 to 2000. In general, relative to other agricultural industries, milk products receive lower subsidies. Today, there is continued discussion on shifting from subsidies, to more of an emergency fund type program.

The Milk Income Loss Contract program (MILC) served as an additional subsidy program. The program allows for the direct government compensation to dairy farmers when milk prices fall below a specified level. This subsidy was
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101. Id. at 9.
102. Sumner & Balagtas, supra note 84, at 2-3.
103. Id. at 3.
104. Id. at 2 (stating, “the U.S. government continues to provide small amounts of direct financial subsidy for U.S. exporters of dairy products.”).
107. Id.
administered on a regional basis throughout the country.108

The MILC program was eventually replaced by the Margin Protection Program.109 The Margin Protection Program serves as more of an insurance policy for downturns in milk profits.110 It focuses on the quantity of milk being sold, rather than the price of dairy.111 The program covers all catastrophic events.112 Additionally, farmers can purchase government backed “coverage” for declining milk sales total.113

The Margin Protection Program is coupled with the Dairy Product Donation Program, which works similarly to the old MILC program.114 During times of nationally low levels of dairy production, the federal government is authorized to award subsidies to the affected farmers.115 While the MILC program of direct subsidies was technically phased out, its underlying methods remain intact.116 Farmers purchase insurance for guaranteed subsidies and understand that a complete failure cannot occur under these new programs.117 Dairy farmers are still covered by a substantial safety net.118 These programs are valid through 2018 and are administered through the Farm Service Agency.119

The USDA claims that the effect their dairy programs have on farmers is modest.120 However, they do admit that the effect of the subsidies on the economy and farmers is hard to calculate.121 The federal government has had substantial intervention in dairy programs for the better part of the past century.122 It is difficult to predict the effect of the federal government’s withdrawal from the dairy

108. Id.
111. Id.
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113. Id.
114. Id. at 1.
115. See id. at 3.
116. See Milk Income, supra note 106, at 1; see also Margin Protection, supra note 110, at 1.
117. See Margin Protection, supra note 110, at 1.
118. See Milk Income, supra note 106, at 1.
120. Dairy Policy and Alternative Approaches, supra note 105, at 84-85.
121. See id. at 5.
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industry.\textsuperscript{123}

The USDA estimates that the subsidies currently raise the price of milk by only about 1 percent.\textsuperscript{124} However, this number is calculated during times of relatively stable dairy output when subsidies are relied upon less by farmers.\textsuperscript{125} Past years, where the subsidies have been relied on in greater amounts, have resulted in disproportionally higher milk prices.\textsuperscript{126} In future years, when more subsidies are required, a similar escalation in milk prices can be expected.\textsuperscript{127}

Others argue that the subsidies have a far greater effect on the global economy, in addition to American dairy farmers.\textsuperscript{128} Farmers have expressed concerns that the Margin Protection Program could face similar problems that were seen in the European quota system.\textsuperscript{129} The Margin Program bases subsidies and coverage on a farmer’s past production history to determine future output.\textsuperscript{130} American farmers argue that the government is trying to predict the output of various farmers.\textsuperscript{131}

This could lead farmers to potentially fear producing too great of a quantity in good years because of the information they would provide the FSA. The FSA could then overestimate the farmer’s capabilities and consequently be unwilling to provide a subsidy cushion for certain years. What may be viewed as a good year by the FSA could, in reality, be a poor performance output for a farmer given their production capabilities. At present, the hybrid insurance-subsidy structure is here for the foreseeable future.\textsuperscript{132} While its drawbacks are well documented, the safeguards it provides dairy farmers are undoubtedly beneficial to some.\textsuperscript{133}

American lawmakers have also taken action to promote the sale of American milk abroad.\textsuperscript{134} International trade agreements have been distinctly beneficial for
several parties.\textsuperscript{135} Two particular trade agreements have brought significant gains to the American dairy industry.\textsuperscript{136} The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Uruguay Round of the World Trade Agreement (WTO) have aided in reducing barriers to dairy imports and exports.\textsuperscript{137}

NAFTA came into effect in America in 1994.\textsuperscript{138} NAFTA has greatly benefitted the trade of products within the countries of Mexico, the United States, and Canada.\textsuperscript{139} NAFTA has targeted three main problem areas of dairy trade that has created greater opportunities for dairy farmers in the North American continent.\textsuperscript{140} NAFTA has substantially reduced trade barriers among the countries in market access, sanitation requirements, and rules of origin.\textsuperscript{141}

Mexico and the U.S. have been particularly active in increasing market equality between the countries.\textsuperscript{142} This includes decreasing the aforementioned subsidies in both countries.\textsuperscript{143} Furthermore, it thoroughly depletes the tariffs on exports while severely restricting import quotas in both countries.\textsuperscript{144} “Because Canada excluded its dairy sector from the NAFTA, provisions would affect dairy trade only between the U.S. and Mexico.”\textsuperscript{145}

NAFTA has proven to be a successful venture for dairy exporters.\textsuperscript{146} As a first step in large-scale international trade agreements, dairy exports thoroughly increased, which resulted in higher gains for dairy farmers.\textsuperscript{147} Only one year after the signing of the agreement, U.S. Dairy exports to Mexico increased over six times to $6.7 billion.\textsuperscript{148} NAFTA was and is ultimately beneficial for American dairy farmers.\textsuperscript{149}

\footnotesize{visited Aug. 20, 2016).}
\textsuperscript{135} Id.
\textsuperscript{136} Id.
\textsuperscript{137} Id.
\textsuperscript{140} See OUTLAW ET AL., supra note 139, at 1.
\textsuperscript{141} Id.
\textsuperscript{142} See id.
\textsuperscript{143} Id.
\textsuperscript{144} See id. at 1-2.
\textsuperscript{145} Id.
\textsuperscript{146} Castaneda, supra note 134.
\textsuperscript{147} Id.
\textsuperscript{148} Id.
\textsuperscript{149} Id.
The WTO expanded free trade agreements across several more borders; the agreements totaled at 123 contracting parties. The WTO has extended the successes of NAFTA to several countries. Dairy farmers have noticed an intense increase in exports to South America as a result of the agreement. Overall, the free trade agreements have significantly benefited the American dairy farmer and the American economy as a whole.

What should be noted is that conflict between international free trade and domestic subsidies are apparent. Countries are unwilling to enter into free trade with farmers who are subsidized by a federal government. One reason is because subsidized milk inherently carries an artificially higher price. A Mexican dairy farmer cannot compete on an even playing field with an American farmer receiving subsidies. The costs of selling milk at a higher price are initially handed to the importing consumer. However, this will naturally decrease demand and effectively bring the costs back to the exporting country and their dairy farmers.

More free trade opportunities have been sought by American lawmakers. Lawmakers have significantly torn down trade barriers throughout the western hemisphere. However, Asia and the Oceanic States still have significant barriers to trade with the United States. What is potentially more alarming is the fact that nations like China and Australia are consistently entering into new trade agreements.

In one case, Australia signed a free trade agreement with China, which bodes

152. Castaneda, supra note 134.
153. OUTLAW ET AL., supra note 139, at 2.
154. Id.
155. Id.
156. See id. at 6.
157. See id. at 1.
well for Australia’s dairy exports.\textsuperscript{160} Leading Australian dairy exporters expect to increase investment in exporting operations by over $500 million in the next three years in order to accommodate the new demand for milk.\textsuperscript{161} This is a direct result of the new trade agreement.\textsuperscript{162} As mentioned, the U.S. is looking to increase exports to China.\textsuperscript{163} There is significant demand for dairy in this area, which the U.S. could capitalize on.\textsuperscript{164} However, neighboring states such as Australia, Russia, and Europe may swallow up these opportunities if the U.S. fails to act quick enough.\textsuperscript{165}

In conclusion, American lawmakers currently utilize domestic legislation such as subsidies and insurance programs to support American dairy farmers.\textsuperscript{166} Additionally, the use of international free trade agreements has bolstered net exports and profits for farmers.\textsuperscript{167} These actions are often in conflict with one another as true “free trade” necessitates the repeal of domestic subsidies.\textsuperscript{168}

\section*{B. U.S. Dairy Exports}

As stated, the U.S. has consistently sought to export milk and dairy products at a greater level.\textsuperscript{169} However, the past year could not have been worse for U.S. dairy exports. Total export sales were down twenty-six percent in 2015.\textsuperscript{170} This marked the first decrease in exports in over five years. Furthermore, the U.S. lost considerable market share amongst the world dairy market. In 2015, the exported volume of dairy as a percentage of total production was down 15.3 percent from 2014.\textsuperscript{171}

There are multiple reasons for the decline in U.S. exports of dairy. The global demand for milk, particularly in Asia, has declined.\textsuperscript{172} Also, Russia issued an embargo on all dairy products coming from Europe.\textsuperscript{173} However, the repeal of the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{160} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{161} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{162} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{163} \textit{See generally} Martin, \textit{supra} note 11.
\item \textsuperscript{164} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{165} Murray Goulburn, \textit{supra} note 159.
\item \textsuperscript{166} \textit{See generally} MILK INCOME, \textit{supra} note 106; MARGIN PROTECTION, \textit{supra} note 110.
\item \textsuperscript{167} Castaneda, \textit{supra} note 134.
\item \textsuperscript{168} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{169} \textit{See} U.S. Dairy Export Council, \textit{supra} note 158.
\item \textsuperscript{170} Levitt, \textit{Growth Streak, supra} note 1.
\item \textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{172} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{173} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
milk quota in Europe is assuredly responsible for the decrease in U.S. exports. While U.S. exports drastically decreased in the past year, European exports actually increased. Additionally, there does not appear to be any immediate signs of reversing this trend.

IV. THE GLOBAL DAIRY MARKET

A. Effect of the Quota Repeal

Just before the repeal of the EU milk quota went into effect, the U.S. Dairy Export Council published a lengthy report predicting the possible ramifications of the repeal. The Export Council, a “non-profit, independent membership organization that represents the global trade interests of U.S. dairy producers, proprietary processors and cooperatives, ingredient suppliers and export traders,” is one of the leading authorities on American dairy export data and prognostication.

In the fall of 2014, they predicted that American dairy exporters “should not get overly distracted by” the changes that result from the repeal of the milk quotas. They added that “[t]he U.S. dairy industry remains well poised to continue the impressive growth seen in the last decade or so.” To be fair, this prediction was tempered with a qualifier stating “without a major, and currently unforeseen, downturn in the world’s economic performance in the next few years” demand will exceed supply for milk in foreign markets.

The effect of the repeal of the EU milk quota was far greater than even the foremost experts could have anticipated. American exports have drastically declined while their European counterparts are increasing their export volume and
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Americans lost significant market share in Asia and Africa. That market share has been devoured by the newly bolstered European production. In conclusion, the repeal of the European milk quota regime has directly affected American exporters.

B. American Answer to the Repeal

American lawmakers are not without options in attempting to help American dairy farmers through what could be a potential significant downturn in U.S. exports of milk. The best option for legislators is to decrease subsidies on the domestic level and increase free trade agreements on the international level.

The first step in helping American farmers could potentially be to roll back milk subsidies to a bare minimum insurance policy. At first glance this may seem counterintuitive, but it should ultimately enhance the profitability of the American dairy farmer. It should help increase domestic demand, allow for greater free trade with other nations, and ultimately increase net exports. While some may be reluctant to relinquish the safety net supporting American dairy farmers, this step can aid in the long run.

Currently the U.S. has a hybrid insurance and subsidy program for American Dairy farmers through the Margin Protection Program. The MPP was yet another step in rolling back subsidies. American legislators can continue to reduce the subsidies to a full insurance style program. Truthfully, American dairy farmers are far less reliant on these subsidies relative to their fellow farmers in other agricultural industries.

Reducing the subsidies should reduce the price of dairy in America. With lower prices, the domestic demand for American milk should increase. The dairy subsidy is present regardless of the demand or supply of milk. It follows that an increased demand for milk would come with no extra effort to produce more milk. However, it is entirely possible that an increased demand could occur and dairy farmers could increase production, and eventually their overall profitability.

Next, a downgrade of subsidies and the federally funded insurance programs
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should create opportunities for greater free trade. As previously noted, domestic subsidies have been a roadblock in securing full free-trade agreements. With regards to NAFTA, Mexico is often unwilling to increase trade of certain commodities that are supported by subsidies.\textsuperscript{190} Both nations have heated disagreements over the Canadian government’s involvement throughout their agricultural industry.\textsuperscript{191} The bottom line is that nations are unwilling to trade with other nations that are subsidizing items.\textsuperscript{192} In order to even enter the conversation for new trade agreements, American lawmakers must be willing to reduce federal support for dairy farmers.\textsuperscript{193}

As exemplified by NAFTA, increased free trade agreements should naturally lead to increased exports. As more and more nations become willing to trade with America, dairy exporters should be able to send their milk product to additional markets. The potential millions that could demand milk could result in greatly increased profits for American dairy farmers.

A rollback of subsidies would most likely be a necessary step in accomplishing the second action American lawmakers can enact in aiding American dairy farmers, actively seeking additional trade agreements. Recently, Australia’s largest dairy company signed a massive dairy trade agreement with China.\textsuperscript{194} Australia has recognized the need for greater free trade agreements with other nations.\textsuperscript{195} The benefits for both nations are likely to be significant for consumer and farmer alike.\textsuperscript{196}

The U.S. has already taken note of this success as they have actively sought to mimic the Australians. The U.S. Congress is currently considering the Trade Promotion Authority legislation.\textsuperscript{197} This Act should greatly increase free trade agreements in crucial regions for American exports. Most notably this act would pave the way for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).

The TPP is yet another free trade agreement that would bring greater free
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trade to nine participating countries. These countries, such as Canada, the United States, Peru, Chile, Australia, New Zealand, and Singapore, would create a web of free trade throughout the Pacific Ocean. Prominent exporters of dairy such as the United States and Australia would be able to ship milk products to Singapore and Peru without the traditional barriers of tariffs. Furthermore, the trade agreement would require each member to undergo “robust market liberalization.” This means that each member will have to roll back subsidies and other government intervention domestically.

America has had a historically different approach towards government intervention in the dairy industry than their European counterparts. In many respects, the European quota system was flawed as it stunted milk production and impeded the success of European dairy farmers. However, the European Union is making wholesale changes to their intervention. These changes have drastically impacted the global milk market.

America must be able to manage the EU milk quota repeal with some changes of its own. The best option is to remove barriers such as subsidies and overbroad insurance programs to support its free trade efforts. Productive international trade relationships with partner countries will be necessary to remain a global power in the dairy market. It is important to maintain this status for the sake of American dairy farmers.
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